
As an AWS Cloud user, there is a certain level of
responsibility to identify and mitigate vulnerabilities

and weaknesses within your cloud environment. The
JDS CREST-certified security team has the required
knowledge of Amazon Cloud security policies, and is

highly experienced in working with complex cloud
infrastructure. Carrying out an AWS Cloud

Penetration Test will enable you to meet compliance
requirements, and help prevent data breaches and

exposure of sensitive information.
 

JDS is CREST (International) certified as a penetration testing service provider, offering expert advice
and consulting for a range of security requirements. We utilise the latest globally recognised standards,

benchmarks and methodologies to ensure our tests and audits are relevant to today's security risks.
JDS uses proactive, detailed and industry-best practice threat intelligence to increase your

organisation's resilience against cyber threats, on time and on budget.
 

AWS CLOUD PENETRATION TESTING
The Azure Cloud architecture consists of multiple

components, and therefore, it is critical that
comprehensive and methodical testing is carried out

to identify, assess and remediate the high-impact
risks to your systems and applications.  JDS Security

will review the platform configurations of your
services, and discover vulnerabilities and potential
entry points which could lead to significant gaps in

the security posture of your Azure environment.
 

AZURE CLOUD PENETRATION TESTING

CLOUD PENETRATION TESTING

GCP PENETRATION TESTING
GCP (Google Cloud Platform) Penetration Testing is a vital process to prevent security breaches and

exploitation of vulnerabilities. With a focus on platform misconfigurations, cloud storage, insecure coding
practices, hosted applications and endpoints, JDS Security will perform comprehensive testing on your

Google Cloud Platform to mitigate risks and provide security assurance.
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Established in 2003, JDS Australia delivers specialist services in
a set of technologies and capabilities that ensure critical IT

systems work.
 

JDS focuses on IT Monitoring (Observability), Security, Service
Management, Quality Assurance and Automation as areas that

enterprises and government departments need to increase the
value of their investments. With an entirely local team of 100+

employees, JDS has the trusted skills and experience to ensure
IT works and Australian business carries on.

 


